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Abstract. In this study, a crater detection system for a large-scale image database is proposed. The original images are grouped according to
spatial frequency patterns and both optimized parameter sets and noise
reduction techniques used to identify candidate craters. False candidates
are excluded using a self-organizing map (SOM) approach. The results
show that despite the fact that a accurate classification is achievable using the proposed technique, future improvements in detection process of
the system are needed.
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Introduction

Recent advances in sensors and telemetry systems have increased the amount
and quality of imagery available for researchers in ﬁelds such as astronomy,
earth observation, and planetary exploration. However such advances have also
increased the need for a large-scale database of scientiﬁc imagery and associated
data mining techniques. [1][2][4][8][14][13].
Smyth et al.[13] and Burl et al. [1] developed a trainable software system
that learns to recognize Venusian volcanos in a large set of synthetic aperture
radar imagery taken by the spacecraft Magellan. A machine leaning approach
was adopted because it is easier for geologists to identify feature examples rather
than describe feature constraints. Experimental results showed that the system
was able to successfully identify volcanos in similar imagery but performance deteriorated when signiﬁcantly diﬀerent scenes were used. Burl et al. also proposed
an automated feature detection system for planetary imagery named Diamond
Eye[2] which was applied to crater detection and showed a good performance,
however, a diﬃculty similar with the previous study was expected.
Hamada et al.[6] reported on the automated construction of image processing
techniques based on misclassiﬁcation rate and an expert system composed of a
large set of image processing modules.
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In this paper, attention is focused on two diﬃculties in feature detection in
optically observed image databases. The ﬁrst is heterogeneity of image quality
due to diﬀerences in illumination and surface conditions that aﬀect the parameters included in the detection process. The second is the wide range of target
feature sizes. For example, the diameter of lunar craters ranges from 1000 km
to just 100 m (approximately equal to the size of several pixels in the object
space).
A feature detection system for a large database of scientiﬁc imagery is proposed particularly focusing on detecting features with a wide range of sizes from
large scale imagery of various quality at the best performance. The technique is
applied to the detection of craters in lunar optical imagery.

2

System Overview

Craters are hollow features of varying size and shape and are frequently observed
on solid planetary surfaces. Most craters were formed as a result of meteoroid impact. Their number and size distributions provide signiﬁcant information about
meteoroid activity in the past, the age and rheological properties of the planetary surface. Crater analysis has relied on human visual interpretation because
of the diﬃculties in implementing eﬃcient and accurate automation techniques.
In optical imagery, craters are generally recognized by shadows around the
rim and represented according to the illumination conditions. Furthermore, image quality varies due to albedo, surface roughness, and illumination conditions,
which further complicates the detection process.
Considering these diﬃculties, the following detection process is proposed:
edge detection ﬁltering, binarization, and circular pattern detection using Hough
transforms or a genetic algorithm (GA). Concentrating on edge patterns reduces
diﬃculties caused by changing illumination conditions. However, additional parameters such as the binarization threshold are introduced into the detection
process and optimization of these parameters should be considered.
Thus the proposed crater detection system is descried as follows.
1. Clustering of original images.
2. Selection of representative image for each cluster and generation of teacher images
by manually extracting features.
3. Optimization of detection process for each representative image by comparison
with the result of 2.
4. Learning of candidate pattern for solution screening.
5. Detection of feature candidates and screening of unknown images using information
obtained in 1 - 4.
6. Storage of extracted feature information in secondary database.
7. High level spatial pattern mining.

A schematic overview of processes 1 to 5 is shown is Figure 1. In this study,
processes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are examined in detail and the eﬀectiveness of integrated
process evaluated by application to new imagery.
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3
3.1

Candidate Detection
Crater Detection Method

In this section, the use of Hough transforms and genetic algorithm is shown as
possible crater detection modules. The details of these techniques are described
in the following.
Combinational Hough Transform Hough transforms are used for the extraction of geometrically simple parametric ﬁgures from binary images[10]. For
crater detection, the target parameters are the center and the radius of the crater
rim. Firstly, the parameter space is divided into cells (bins). Probable parameter
values (or trace) are calculated for each signal (white pixel) in a binary image
assuming that the signal is a part of the ﬁgure, and the count of the corresponding cell is increased by one. After all signals are counted in the parameter space,
parameter sets of the ﬁgures that exist in the binary image are obtained by
extracting parameter cells whose count number exceeds a threshold.
Watanabe and Shibata [15] proposed combinational Hough Transform (CHT)
that uses a pair of signals in a restricted region and multiresolution images to
simplify projection into a parameter space. The results showed the use of a
CHT reduced computation time and signiﬁcantly improved the solution accuracy. Therefore, a CHT with additional noise reduction and other minor processes to improve accuracy is proposed for crater detection[9].
The algorithm of crater detection based on CHT are summarized as follows.
1. The original binary image are preprocessed by using some of the following methods:
isolated noise reduction, expansion and shrinking, thinning by Hilditch’s algorithm,
pyramid-like signal reduction.
2. The image is degraded using the W × W pixel filter matrix.
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3. The image is divided into the L × L pixels blocks.
4. The radius of the target circle is set to be r = L/4. The following process from 5
to 8 are proceeded increasing r by 1 while r ≤ L/2.
5. The processes of 6 and 7 are performed for all blocks.
6. Among pairs of white pixels in the block extended by 50% (2L × 2L pixels), Pi1 =
(xi1 , yi1 ) and Pi2 = (xi2 , yi2 ), the pairs that satisfy r ≤ |Pi1 Pi2 | < 2r are selected
as signal candidates.
7. The center of the circle (xic , yic ) is calculated for each pair assuming they exist on
a circle rim with radius of r.
8. The count of the (xic , yic , r) cell in the parameter space is increased by 1.
9. The cells are sorted concerned with number of count. If the count is larger than 0,
a circle of (xic , yic , r) is projected on the image, and the normalized count and the
matching ratio are calculated. The definition of both values are given by
N C = count(x, y, r)/np2 ,

(1)

M = npw /np,

(2)

where N C is the normalized count, count(x, y, r) is the count of the cell (x, y, r),
np is the number of pixels on the rim of projected circle, M is the matching ratio,
npw is the number of white pixels of the rim of projected circle.
Furthermore, to exclude the false solutions caused by random noises, the internal
noise ratio IN within the circle with the radius of hr is introduced, where 0 < h < 1
(typically h = 0.6).
10. The cells satisfying (N C > N Cth ) ∩ (M > Mth ) ∩ (IN < INth ) are extracted as
the solutions, where N Cth , Mth and INth are the thresholds for N C, M , and IN ,
respectively.

Since the radius of circle is restricted by L, we utilize the multiresolution
image of the original grayscale image to detect the circle with the radius larger
than L/2. It should be noted that appropriate three threshold values and noise
reduction methods must be chosen to optimize the performance.
Genetic Algorithm Genetic algorithms are frequently used to obtain a single
solution in optimization problems[5]. In order to implement such an algorithm
for circular object detection, based on [12], a gene is set as a binary string that
sequentially expresses a parameter set of (xi , yi , ri ), where (xi , yi ) and ri are the
center and radius of the circle represented by the i-th gene, respectively. The
ﬁtness of the i-th gene, gi , is calculated by projecting the circle represented by the
i-th gene onto the binary image and checking its overlapping ratio, gi = ni /Ni ,
where ni is the number of white pixels on the circle and Ni is the total number
of pixels on the circle. In order to avoid random noise being incorporated into
the solution, we modiﬁed gi as follows:
gi = gi − gi,r=f ri ,

(3)

where gi,r=f ri is the ratio of the white pixels on a circle with a radius of f ri and
0 < f < 1.0 (typically f = 0.3).
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A variety of genes are then randomly produced and evolved through selection,
crossing, and mutation. After iteration, genes with a ﬁtness higher than the
threshold are extracted as solutions.
Since it is possible to have many solutions (craters) in a single image, a
process to unify similar genes and delete detected circles from the original images
is introduced to improve the system’s ability to detect multiple solutions[9]. After
removal of solution circles, genes are newly generated and the process is iterated.
The algorithm of crater detection by GA is summarized as follows.
The original image is degraded using W × W pixel filter matrix.
Initial populations of genes are generated.
The following process from 4 to 6 are iterated for a given number of generations.
The fitness of genes, gi , are calculated.
The genes are selected, crossed, and mutated.
The genes with the same attributes are unified.


are detected as solutions, where gth
is the threshold of g  .
The genes with gi > gth
The solutions are projected as circle rims on the image. The intensity of pixels on
the projected circle rims are changed to 0 (black).
9. The processes from 2 to 8 are iterated for a given number of times.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.


The proposed algorithm also includes several parameters (e. g. gth
or mutation rate) that aﬀect solution accuracy and optimization of these parameters is
dependent on image quality.

3.2

Optimization of the Detection Process

Preliminary results of tests using the above method have indicate that noise
and signal gaps have a signiﬁcant deterioration eﬀect on detection accuracy[9].
The optimization of parameters such as the binarization or count threshold is
eﬀective technique for improving accuracy, however, the optimized values are
dependent on image quality.
The following optimization process is suggested: (1) cluster source images,
(2) select representative image from each group, (3) produce teacher image by
manual visual recognition, (4) optimize crater detection process by comparing
results from teacher images and the result from the corresponding original image.
The details of these sub-processes are provided in the following section.
Clustering of Frame Images It is suggested that the rough grouping of
images with respect to image quality is an eﬀective technique for simplifying
optimization of the detection process. In this study, the clustering of original
images using Kohonen’s self-organizing maps (SOM) [11] was examined.
SOM is an unsupervised learning algorithm that uses a two-layer network of
input layer and competition layers, both of which are composed of units with
n-th dimensional vectors. SOM eﬀectively maps the similar pattern of the input
layer on the competitive layer. In the SOM algorithm, the distance (usually
Euclidean) between the input vector and each unit vector of the competition
layer is calculated and the input vector is placed into the winner unit, which has
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the smallest distance. At the same time, the unit vectors in the cells adjacent
to the winner cell (deﬁned by the neighborhood distance) are modiﬁed so that
they move closer to the input vector. As a result of this iterative projection and
learning, the competitive layer learns to reﬂect variation of the input vectors and
can obtain adequate clustering of the input vectors. Presently, SOM is widely
used for the clustering, visualization and abstraction of unknown data sets.
Selection and preprocessing of input vectors is crucial to improve SOM accuracy. In order to group lunar images according to roughness or contrast, the
FFT power spectrum of normalized images is adopted as the input vector.
After clustering, a representative image, which has the largest similarity with
the unit vector and also includes many craters, is selected for each unit cell (cluster). Then craters are marked in each representative image and binary teacher
images generated (see Figure 2(a) and 2(b)).
Method of Optimization The detection process is divided into three parts
for optimization purposes: binarization, preprocessing including noise reduction,
and circle detection. These processes are optimized sequentially using teacher
images.
Firstly, edge detection ﬁltering is carried out on the original images. Then,
optimal binarization threshold that produce a binary image most similar to the
teacher image is identiﬁed for each cluster. Based on [6], the evaluation function
is deﬁned by
Ek =

P (Tk (i, j) = Sk (i, j) | Tk (i, j) = 1)
−αP (Tk (i, j) = Sk (i, j) | Tk (i, j) = 0),

(4)

where k is the cluster ID, Tk (i, j) is the intensity of the (i, j) pixel of teacher
binary image, α is a weight parameter (typically α = 0.3), and Sk (i, j) is the
intensity of (i, j) pixel of the ﬁnal binary image deﬁned by

1 for Qk (i, j) > Qth,k
(5)
Sk (i, j) =
0 for Qk (i, j) ≤ Qth,k ,
where Qk (i, j) is image intensity after edge detection ﬁltering and Qth,k is the
binarization threshold. The value of Qth,k is searched greedily to maximize Ek .
Next the combination of preprocessing methods that maximizes true positive
detection rate (ratio of detected true solutions to all possible true solutions)
of craters deﬁned by P rk = Nk /N tk is identiﬁed, where Nk and N tk are the
numbers of craters detected from the binary image and the teacher binary image
for cluster k, respectively.
Finally, the circle detection parameters that maximize P rk for the preprocessed image using selected methods is identiﬁed. Figure 2 shows a schematic
view of the optimization process.
As shown in Figure 2(d), extracted solutions may include many false solutions, which will be excluded in the post-processing stage described in the
following section.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of optimization process. (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the original
image, teacher image, tuned binary image, and results of detection, respectively. White
squares in (d) indicate the extracted candidates.

3.3

Screening of Solutions

A solution screening process is used in the post-processing stage to exclude false
solutions. Candidate crater images are cut out, normalized with respect to its
size and intensity, and visually labeled true or false. The candidate pattern is
learned by SOM taking the normalized intensity vectors or FFT power spectrum
as the input vectors. Each unit in the competition layer is labeled either true or
false by evaluating the ratio of candidates in it. If we assume that the properties
of the new data set are similar to those of the studied data set, the class (true or
false) of the newly detected candidate is decided by projecting it onto the SOM
feature map.

4
4.1

Experiments
Description of Data Set

A total of 984 medium browse images from Lunar Digital Image Model (LDIM),
which had been mosaiced by the U. S. Geological Survey based on the lunar
global images obtained by the U. S. Clementine spacecraft. The images were
between 322 and 510 pixels in width and 480 pixels in height, and resampled at
a space resolution of approximately 500 m/pixel using a sinusoidal projection.
Images in the polar regions were not used to avoid distortions due to the map
projection. The radius of target craters ranged from 2 to 18 pixels.
For clustering of original images, an area of 256 × 256 pixels was extracted
from the center of the normalized images, and the FFT power spectrum calculated as the input vectors of the SOM. The size of the SOM competition layer
was deﬁned as 4 × 4 units because only a rough grouping was needed. One hundred images were sampled and the SOM leaning process iterated 100000 times.
All images were then projected onto the competition layer, and the unit cell vectors adjusted using K-means method[3]. No images with extremely large distance
were identiﬁed in this process.
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Fig. 3. SOM feature map for clustering of original images. Cluster ID 0, 1, 2, . . . , and
15 are for each cell from the upper left corner to the lower right corner in raster-scan
order.

4.2

Result of Image Clustering

Figure 3 shows the resulting competition layer, hereafter denoted the feature
map. In this map, the image with the smallest distance with each unit vector
is displayed in each cell to visualize the clustering result. It can be seen that
relatively smooth images including the Mare recognized by a dark region, are
clustered on the left side, and the rugged terrains called the Highland with many
clearly identiﬁable craters are clustered in the lower right corner. This result
indicates that learning by SOM successfully distinguishes between variations
in image quality and groups them eﬀectively. Based on the clustering result, a
representative image was manually selected and a teacher binary image produced
for each cluster.
4.3

Result of Detection Optimization

Table 1 shows an example of optimized parameters for CHT case, in which the
result of noise reduction method are common to both CHT and GA.
The binarization threshold ranged from 30 to 125 and binary images that
approximated the teacher images were produced automatically. It is suggested
that a single threshold value for the entire image will not be adequate in some
cases because of spatial variations within the image, and that this problem should
be solved at the pre-processing stage.
For the optimization of the noise reduction processes, 12 combinations of
four noise reduction methods was examined: thinning by Hilditch’s algorithm[7],
pyramid-like signal reduction, isolated noise reduction, and expansion and shrinking. Result of experiments showed that combination of thinning and isolated
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Table 1. Teacher Image list together with optimized parameters for CHT case. Abbreviations TH, PY, IS and ES represent thinning by Hilditch’s algorithm[7], pyramid-like
signal reduction, isolated noise reduction, and expansion and shrinking, respectively.
ClusterID ImageID No. of target Qth
crater
0
bi03n051
9
30
70
1
bi10n093
10
50
2
bi45n065
11
55
3
bi31n063
12
25
4
bi17n039
6
55
5
bi38s335
35
85
6
bi17s225
19
95
7
bi38s045
44
95
8
bi17s027
12
85
9
bi03n285
15
125
10
bi31s039
20
70
11
bi80s015
36
80
12
bi03s039
10
90
13
bi38s155
13
105
14
bi45s335
22
95
15
bi59s052
59

Noise reduction N Cth
method
IS+TH
0.55
IS+TH
0.45
TH+PY
0.55
IS+TH
0.55
TH+PY
0.55
ES
0.45
IS+TH
0.45
IS+TH
0.35
IS+TH
0.55
IS+TH
0.45
IS+TH
0.55
IS+PY
0.45
IS+TH
0.55
IS+TH
0.55
IS+TH
0.45
IS+TH
0.35

Mth INth
0.30
0.20
0.25
0.60
0.60
0.45
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.20
0.20
0.35
0.25
0.20

0.47
0.47
0.80
0.47
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.47
0.80
0.47
0.80
0.80
0.30
0.80
0.30

noise reduction scored the highest positive solution detection rate for most cases
(12 cases in 16). Thus we applied combination of thinning and isolated noise
reduction to images of all clusters in the following process for simplicity.
Figure 4 summarizes the results of the optimization of the detection process
for both CHT and GA techniques as performance curves represented by true
positive detection rate as functions of the false solution number. In general, a
decrease in threshold leads to an increase in both the true positive detection rate
and the number of false solutions. Figure 4 shows that true positive detection
rate increases with number of false solutions when the number of false solutions
is relatively small, however, it remains constant for lager numbers. Thus the
initial point of the ﬂat portion of the performance curve is considered to be the
optimum performance condition. In most cases, this coincides with the point
that minimizes the false number and maximizes the positive rate.
Figure 4 also shows that CHT performs signiﬁcantly better than GA. This
is mainly caused by the fact that GA’s are used to obtain a single solution.
Although the GA was modiﬁed to obtain multiple solutions, the results show
that the GA can acquire only a few solutions per trial even for teacher binary
images that include clearly identiﬁable circles, and requires many iterations to
acquire multiple solutions. Thus, CHT was selected as the circle detection module
suitable for crater detection.
After optimization, the CHT positive solution detection rate increased significantly up to values ranging from 0.2 to 0.6. However, since information was lost
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Fig. 4. Optimization result for CHT(a) and GA(b).

during the binarization process, it will be necessary to consider other detection
methods for some clusters to further improve detection performance.
4.4

Result of Screening of Detected Candidates

SOM clustering of crater candidates extracted in the previous process was performed for screening purposes to produce the candidate classiﬁer. A total of
646 candidates were visually labeled either true or false. Half of the candidates
were randomly sampled for learning and the remainder were used for examination purpose. The percentage of true candidates for both groups was 25.4% and
27.2%, respectively. All images were rotated such that the direction of sunlight
incidence was equal, and normalized with respect to intensity and size. Two
types of input vectors were examined: image vectors represented by pixel intensities aligned in a raster-scan order, and the FFT power spectrum. The size of
the SOM competition layer was set to 6 × 6 units by trial and error and 323000
iteration were performed. The neighborhood distance at iteration t is given by
2(1 − t/323000).
Figure 5 shows an example feature map obtained after SOM learning. Cells
enclosed by thick frames contain more than 50% true solutions and hence were
labeled true candidate cells. The remainder are labeled false cells. Figure 5 shows
a cluster of true candidate cells in the upper right corner. To examine SOM
classiﬁcation ability, the precisions for true cells and false cells (ratio of actual
true solutions to the solutions predicted true and vice versa), and accuracy (ratio
of solutions predicted correctly to all data) were calculated from 5 trials.
Table 2 summarizes the results of both learning from the study data and
clustering for the test data using the map with the best precision for true. The
result shows that learning using image vectors was more accurate than that
using the FFT power spectrum and classiﬁed candidates with an accuracy of
89.7%, which is much higher compared with the value of 78.4% for FFT power
spectrum.
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Fig. 5. Example of SOM feature map for classification of crater candidates. Input
vectors are set to be image vectors.
Table 2. Result of SOM learning for crater candidate screening.
Input data

Case

Precision(true) Precision(false) Accuracy

study
0.812±0.037
best/study
0.855
test
0.776
study
0.691±0.037
FFT power spectrum best/study
0.733
test
0.605
Image Vector

0.931±0.009 0.897±0.016
0.946
0.929
0.891
0.864
0.803±0.096 0.784±0.013
0.788
0.783
0.768
0.755

The most accurate map classiﬁed the unknown data with an accuracy of
86%. This indicates that the utilization of SOM feature map learned from image vectors is an eﬀective technique for the classiﬁcation of solution candidates.
It should also be noted that selecting the most suitable map from the trials is
important to improve classiﬁcation accuracy because performance varied significantly according to the initial conditions.

5

Application to Other Imagery

The eﬀectiveness of the proposed technique for crater detection was examined
using imagery that had not been used in the optimization process. In addition,
multiresolution images were used to handle craters with a wide range of sizes.
By setting the radius of target crater ranging from 9 to 18 pixels, it was possible
to detect craters with a radius up to 72 pixels using the multiresolution images
of three levels.
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Fig. 6. Example of crater detection for other general images. The images are 480 pixels
in height.

Figure 6 shows examples of detection and screening results for four images. It
can be seen that detection ability is improved signiﬁcantly even without manual
operations. Unfortunately, the achieved detection rate is not for scientiﬁc analysis (e. g. detection rate required to be much more than 60%), thus other detection
methods should be considered for some groups and the selection of circle detection modules should also be included in future work. However, our methods is
considered to be suﬃcient for some applications such as autonomous spacecraft
tracking in that high precision and moderate detection rate are required.

6

Conclusions

A technique for mining features from sets of large scale of optical imagery of
various quality has been proposed. The original images were grouped according
to spatial frequency patterns, and optimized parameter sets and noise reduction
methods were used in the detection process. Furthermore, to improve solution
accuracy, false solutions were excluded using SOM feature map that learned true
and false solution patterns from a large number of crater candidates. Application of the extracted information to new imagery veriﬁed eﬀectiveness of this
approach.
The detection rate achieved in this study, however, is not suﬃcient in comparison with the requirements for scientiﬁc analysis and it is necessary to include
other detection methods in the future work. However, we believe combining automated abstraction and summarization processes with the accurate manual
techniques is crucial for the development of an accurate scientiﬁc data mining
system. The proposed technique is applicable to various applications in which
speciﬁc features need to be extracted from large-scale of imagery databases.
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